Abstract-Association and classification are two important tasks in data mining and knowledge discovery. Intensive studies have been carried out in both areas. But, how to apply discovered event associations to classification is still seldom found in current publications. Trying to bridge this gap, this paper extends our previous paper on significant event association discovery to classification. We propose to use weight of evidence to evaluate the evidence of a significant event association in support of, or against, a certain class membership. Traditional weight of evidence in information theory is extended here to measure the event associations of different orders with respect to a certain class. After the discovery of significant event associations inherent in a data set, it is easy and efficient to apply the weight of evidence measure for classifying an observation according to any attribute. With this approach, we achieve flexible prediction.
INTRODUCTION
ASSOCIATION and classification are two important tasks. Association is mainly studied by researchers in the field of data mining and knowledge discovery from databases, while most of the systems developed by machine learning researchers are classification-oriented. Because of the difference in emphasis, association relationships detected by a pattern discovery system cannot be used in (or at least are not good at) classifying new observed objects.
Classification in a practical data mining system is somewhat different. First, with a traditional classifier, in which the class label is fixed, to classify different attributes always means relearning the whole database, which is not efficient, sometimes not even possible. Obviously then, there is a need for a classification mechanism in a data mining system that can make flexible prediction [1] to accommodate any attribute specified by the user. Second, in a data mining system, if a database table is described by n attributes, the classifying object may only have m, m < n attribute values. This may be caused by unavailable measuring sources at that time or data losing during transaction. If we still want to classify this object, we have to rely on partial information.
Considering the above characteristics of classification in data mining, to achieve flexible prediction on partial information, we should first detect from a database all significant event associations, including both positive and negative associations. Then, we need to define a measure to evaluate the evidence provided by the observed attribute values of a new object to any attribute (as the class) in the database.
In [2] , we introduced a method to detect both positive and negative significant event associations of different orders from a data set. In this paper, we extend the weight of evidence [3] in information theory to high orders as an evidence measure for classification. Weight of evidence has the capability of taking into account partial information and combining them. This measure is used to classify a new object against any user indicated attribute in the data set. Combining weight of evidence and the association detection algorithm achieves flexible prediction with partial information.
RELATED WORK
Agrawal et al. [4] first formalized association, classification, and sequence into one unified framework. They demonstrated this framework with a revised version of ID3 [5] and CART [6] , using a dynamic pruning technique. Experiments showed that the performance is comparable with ID3.
Ever since Agrawal et al. defined association rule and proposed the Apriori algorithm [7] , many researchers have been studied to find a better way to detect the associations rules. Many papers have been published recently on association detection. However, less efforts have been given to classifying objects using the discovered patterns.
Liu et al. [8] proposed their CBA (Classification Based on Associations) system to build a classifier from association rules. CBA first discovers all association rules with the specific class membership on the right-hand side given a predefined set of minimum support and confidence. Those association rules are then ranked in sequence of their confidence, support, and the order of generation. A minimum set of classification rules are then chosen according to the error rate when they are used to classify the training set. They reported a comparable result to C4.5 system [9] . There are two problems with CBA. One is that the setting of minimum support and confidence is rather ad hoc. The other is CBA cannot handle partial information from new observations. For example, if an unseen instance to be classified is O ¼ ½A; B; C and according to rule1 : A ) class1, O belongs to class1, but according to rule2 : B ) class2 and rule3 : C ) class2, O belongs to class2, CBA will classify O as class1 as rule1 precedes rule2 and rule3, even though the combination of rule2 and rule3 might be more accurate. Part of the reason is that association rules are measured by confidence which is a rough estimation of conditional probability. The confidence-support system is not upward closed [10] . Obviously, CBA cannot classify objects against more than one class label without retraining.
Bayardo [11] used various pruning strategies to enhance Apriori association rule miner. The result is a set of high confidence association rules. The paper was focused on the performance of rule detection, not on building a classifier. Ali et al. [12] used mined association rules to build a "partial classifier" which is not to predict class memberships, but to discover characteristics of data classes. In another word, it is to describe a class, not to classify an object.
Brin et al. [10] argue that correlation generalizes association rule. Correlations are upward close. Although the significant associations discovered by this approach are statistically sound, no attempt of using them for classification was presented.
This paper focuses on integrating significant association discovery [2] and classification. We want to achieve flexible classification at the same time.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Consider that we have a data set D containing M samples. Every sample is described in terms of N attributes, each of which can assume values in a corresponding discrete finite alphabet. Let X ¼ fX 1 ; Á Á Á ; X N g represent this attribute set. Then, each attribute, X i ; 1 i N, can be seen as a random variable taking on values from its alphabet i ¼ f 1 i ; Á Á Á ; mi i g, where m i is the cardinality of the alphabet of the ith attribute. Thus, a realization of X can be denoted as x j ¼ fx 1j ; Á Á Á ; x Nj g, where x ij can assume any value in i . In this manner, each sample in the data set is a realization of X. With the above notations, the following terms are defined.
Definition 1.
A primary event of a random variable X i (1 i N) is a realization of X i which takes on a value from i .
We denote the pth (1 p m i ) primary event of X i as ½X i ¼ p i , or simply x ip . We assume that two primary events, x ip and x iq , of the same variable X i are mutually exclusive if p 6 ¼ q.
Let s be a subset of integers f1; Á Á Á ; Ng containing k elements (k N) and X s be a subset of X such that X s ¼ fX i ji 2 sg. Then, x s denotes the realization of X s .
Definition 2.
A compound event associated with the variable set X s is a set of primary events instantiated by a realization A 1-compound event is a primary event. A k-compound event is made up of k primary events of k distinctive variables. Every sample in the data set is an N-compound event.
Definition 3. Let T be a statistical significance test. If the occurrence of a compound event x s j is significantly different from its expectation based on a default probabilistic model, we say that x s j is a significant association pattern, or simply an association, of order jsj, and that the primary events of x s j have a statistically significant association according to T or simply they are associated.
In the following context, we use the terms pattern, significant association, and association interchangeably.
CLASSIFICATION BASED ON EVENT ASSOCIATION
The classification task can be generalized as solving the missingvalue problem-the problem of recovering missing (or discovering unknown) values in a set of noisy discrete multivariate data. This problem can be formalized as determining the value of a missing attribute, X i , given a set of observations,
where x jþ is any possible value of attribute X j . Let ðX; Y Þ be jointly distributed random variables with q-dimensional vector, X denoting a feature (observation) vector and Y denoting the attribute whose value is to be determined. The missing-value problem is to find a decision rule dðÁÞ that maps R q into the domain of Y such that certain properties of the data set are preserved. We call the feature vector X a new observation or a new object and Y its class label or predicting attribute.
Of all the significant associations discovered from the data set, only those which are associated with the predicting attribute Y and the observation X are useful in determining the plausible value of Y . The problem here is how to define the decision function dðÁÞ given an observation X, a predicting variable Y and a set of significant associations A Y (of Y ), such that
Weight of Evidence
Suppose x s j is a significant association in A Y . We can always rewrite x s j in the form of ðx; y i Þ, where x is a compound event, x & x s j , and y i the ith primary event of attribute Y . The amount of evidence provided by x for y i being a plausible value of Y can be quantitatively estimated by the mutual information [3] :
IðY ¼ y i : xÞ is positive if and only if P rðY ¼ y i j xÞ > PrðY ¼ y i Þ; otherwise, it is either negative or has a value of zero. Mutual information intuitively measures the decrease (if positive) or increase (if negative) in uncertainty about Y taking on the value y i given x. The difference in the gain of information when Y takes on the value y i and when it takes on some other values, given x, is a measure of evidence provided by
Weight of evidence is positive if x provides positive evidence supporting Y taking on y i ; otherwise, it is either negative or zero. A negative weight of evidence implies that it is more likely for this attribute to take on another value. If the observation X and a possible value of predicting attribute Y , y i , compose a significant association ðX; y i Þ, the weight of evidence of X on y i can be easily computed. The only problem is that, in the discovery process, we may not find significant associations whose order is as high as ðX; y i Þ. More likely, we find some compound events which are subcompound events of ðX; y i Þ are significant, while some other subcompound events may not be significant. It is quite possible that there is more than one statistically significant compound event which is associated with one of Y 's possible values. Some of them may provide evidence supporting Y to take on y i , whereas others may provide evidence against it. For the purpose of classification, there is a need for an uncertainty measure to quantitatively combine and compare the partial positive and negative evidence provided by the observations.
Osteyee's weight of evidence is here extended to multivariable for a more general definition to measure the evidence provided by observation X ¼ ðx 1þ ; Á Á Á ; x ðjÀ1Þþ ; x ðjþ1Þþ ; Á Á Á ; x Lþ Þ in favor of Y ðX j Þ taking on the value y i ðx ji Þ as opposed to other values:
where OðY ¼ y i =Y 6 ¼ y i j xÞ is the odds in favor of Y taking on the value y i as opposed to other values given that X is characterized by x 1þ ; Á Á Á ; x ðjÀ1Þþ ; x ðjþ1Þþ ; Á Á Á ; x Lþ and is defined as:
and OðY ¼ y i =y 6 ¼ y i Þ is the odds without the observation:
The weight of evidence W can therefore be rewritten as:
The difference between (11) and (5) is that, in (5), ðx; y i Þ is a significant association, while in (11), such constraint is released.
In the first order inference, only pairwise relationships are considered. Under the assumption of conditional independence, (11) becomes:
For high order, this decomposition is no longer valid. For example, compound events ½A ¼ a; B ¼ b and ½B ¼ b; C ¼ c cannot be considered independently conditioned by a fourth variable, say D ¼ d. However, if two subsets of X, say X 1 and X 2 , have no intersection, we can still make the assumption that X 1 and X 2 are conditionally independent on Y ¼ y i . Then, the weight of evidence in (10) is extended to high orders and can be expressed as:
where X k is a subcompound event of X and satisfies:
Based on [13] , those events which are not statistically significant can be considered irrelevant for the inference process. Thus, the calculation of weight of evidence is to find a proper set of disjoint significant event associations from x and to sum each individual weight of evidence provided by the subcompound event. That is to maximize
with subcompound events X 1 ; Á Á Á ; X m , such that ðX q ; Y ¼ y i Þ (1 q mÞ is a significant event association, and the intersections between two different subcompound events are empty. In practice, we assume that higher order associations describe the properties of the domain more accurately and more specifically than the lower order events. In calculating W , the highest order significant compound event in the observation should be considered first. The primary events should be eliminated from the observations after they make their contribution to the entire weight of evidence.
Classification Algorithm
If the predicting attribute Y has its domain
when an observation is available, the most plausible value of Y is the one with the highest weight of evidence provided by the observation. If Y is binary, two weights of evidence will be calculated and compared. Let W 1 be the weight of evidence provided by observation X in support of y 1 and W 2 in support of y 2 . If W 1 > W 2 and W 1 6 < 0, y 1 will be a more plausible value of Y than y 2 .
The classification process based on weight of evidence can be summarized as follows: A set of primary events X are observed. The value of an unobserved attribute Y is going to be determined with the significant event associations discovered from the training data set. Given a set of significant associations related to attribute Y , the weight of evidence for each possible value of Y provided by the observation is calculated. These weights are compared to find the most plausible value of Y . The value y i can be considered as the most plausible value if the following conditions stand:
where 1 i; j m Y and j 6 ¼ i.
There are some special cases worth further discussions. The first case is that two (or more) different values of Y have similar greatest weight of evidence. In this case, we can only conclude that the evidence provided by the observation suggests that Y may have either one of the two (or more) values, or there is not enough evidence to distinguish them. If no further information is available, neither value will be suggested in order to avoid furnishing an inaccurate conclusion. We can also assign Y to the value with larger marginal probability in the training data set. In the second case, the absolute value of the weights of evidence are very close to zero. This phenomenon suggests that the attribute Y is either random or more observations should be made to determine the value of Y . If we believe Y is random in this case, we can assign it with the most frequent value in the data set. Otherwise, no conclusion should be made. A third case is the one that the maximum weight of evidence is negative. It implies that none of the values of Y is suitable for the new observation. Two causes may result in such a situation. One is that the previous domain of Y does not cover all possible values. An unknown value is missing both in the data set and the domain description. In such a case, we must recollect data and reconduct discovery process. The other possibility is that the observation X is not enough. In either situation, no conclusion should be made to the value of attribute Y .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A number of experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. Due to the limit of the space, we report two typical experiment results using the zoo data set and the mushroom data set. Both data sets are obtained from UCI repository of machine learning databases [14] .
Zoo Database
The zoo data is a simple database containing 101 instances of animals, each described by 17 attributes in addition to the animal names, which are unique to each animal. All the attributes except two are Boolean. The two exceptions are the number of legs, which is an integer ranging from two to eight, and the type of animals, which is one of the seven types: mammal, bird, reptile, fish, amphibian, insect, and invertebrate.
In the test, we use a total of 20 randomly selected instances, representing about 20 percent of the total number of available instances, to test, and the remaining 80 percent as the training data. This process continues for five times to obtain an average performance. The classification is made against two different attributes separately. The first is Type, and the other is Legs. To make it easy to compare, we assume that only the value of the class attribute is missing.
When the attribute Type is used to classify the animals, 1 we achieve an average classification accuracy of 96 percent (low 90 percent, high 100 percent). Most of the 4 percent errors are rejections and, in these cases, there is no positive weight of evidence supporting any of the seven types. By cross examining the original data set, we find that this situation happens mostly to the reptiles and amphibians. Since they have fewer instances in the data set, it is difficult to find positive associations. Other errors are due to misclassifications of ambiguous creatures. For example, termite is the only insect without wings in the database. Since the insect class has many attributes in common with the invertebrate class and none of the invertebrates can fly, termite is sometimes assigned to the wrong class. The classification accuracy is comparable with those of C4.5 (92.2 percent) and CBA (94.6 percent).
When the attribute Legs is used to classify the Animals, 2 we achieve an average classification accuracy of 97 percent (low 95 percent, high 100 percent). Misclassification happens to the fiveleg starfish, eight-leg scorpion and octopus. They are all invertebrates. From small samples of five-leg and eight-leg animals, no positive weight of evidence can be provided. In such a case, either rejection or the most frequently happened class is assigned.
Mushroom Database
The mushroom database is a bigger database containing 8,124 instances characterized by 23 attributes, including the class label (edible and poisonous). 3 We conducted the experiment in two ways. First, a subset of 500 instances was randomly sampled from the original 8,124 instances. Of the 500, 400 (80 percent) are used in the discovery phase while the remaining 100 (20 percent) are used for testing. This process is repeated for 10 times to gain an average performance. In the classification phase, we classify only the class label for easy comparison with the other approaches. In the 10 trials, the lowest classification accuracy we obtain is 97 percent and the highest is 100 percent. The average accuracy is 98.9 percent.
In the second setting, the original 8,124 instances are divided into a subset of 5,416 (66.7 percent) for pattern discovery and a subset of 2,708 (33.3 percent) for classification testing. The accuracy for this one-trial classification is 99.1 percent, slightly better than the average performance of the 10-trial approach mentioned above.
These performances are consistent with other researchers' experiments using the same data set. Table 1 is a comparison with the others' results available with the data set in UCI repository.
We also notice that the data set is not randomly arranged. If the first 1,816 instances are used for training and classification test, one can always obtain 100 percent accuracy with only one simple rule:
In the first case of our testing, the weight of evidence of the significant association ½order ¼ pungent; class ¼ poisonous in support of class ¼ poisonous is infinity. In the actual experiments, we intentionally avoid such a setting.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This paper proposes a system for association discovery and classification based on discovered associations. It combines association and classification into one integrated system and achieves flexible prediction on any attribute in the database.
To quantitatively evaluate the evidence a significant association provides in favor of an attribute to take on a certain value, an evidence measure, the weight of evidence, is proposed. To classify a new object against a specified attribute, we extend the original weight of evidence to a high order to evaluate the evidence from new observations. It should be noted that, in the discovery phase, we do not assume we know the attribute to which classification is going to be made. If such information is available, the weight of evidence can be calculated during the discovery process. If the absolute value of a weight of evidence is larger than a threshold or infinity, the search of associations in that direction is stopped. Thus, the computing time is further reduced. As a trade-off, we cannot detect associations not related to the classifying attribute. In such a case, the whole system turns into a traditional classifier.
Experiments show that our system can successfully detect different order associations and the classification accuracies are comparable if not better than some well-known classification algorithms.
